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Learning Perl, 5th EditionO'Reilly, 2008
Learning Perl is designed for those who seek a rapid working knowledge of Perl. A public domain language, Perl has established itself as the premier UNIX scripting language--replacing facilities such as the shell, sed and awk. It is currently taking root in non-UNIX markets as well. Perl is a high-level, multi-purpose language. It is used in...
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Computer and Information Security Handbook (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Security)Morgan Kaufmann, 2009
This book presents information on how to analyze risks to your networks and the steps needed to select and deploy the appropriate countermeasures to reduce your exposure to physical and network threats. It also imparts the skills and knowledge needed to identify and counter some fundamental security risks and requirements, inlcuding Internet...
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iPod and iTunes Starter KitQue, 2004
The iPod and iTunes are the hottest technologies in the world of digital music today. Whether you're a Mac or Windows user, the iPod and iTunes Starter Kit provides all the information that you need to get the most out these amazing digital music tools, including the Apple iTunes Music Store. From the basics of...
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Aston University 'Branding' Bundle: Creating Powerful Brands, Fourth EditionTaylor & Francis, 2010


	As we look forward with confidence that this new edition significantly benefits

	students and managers, we look back to how this book became a well established

	core text in many business schools internationally and amongst a lot of

	managers. It seems not that long ago when we embarked on this project, yet as

	our publisher...
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iPhoto 09 for Mac OS X: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2009

	Visual QuickStart Guide—the quick and easy way to learn!

	

	With iPhoto '09 for Mac OS X: Visual QuickStart Guide, readers can start from the beginning to get a tour of the applications, or look up specific tasks to learn just what they need to know. This task-based,...
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CWNA: Certified Wireless Network Administrator Official Study Guide: Exam PW0-105Sybex, 2012

	Updated edition of this top-selling CWNA study guide


	Sybex is the official publisher for CWNP, Inc., the organization behind the the CWNA certification. The new edition of Sybex's top-selling CWNA Study Guide covers the latest CWNA Exam, PW0-105. If you're preparing for the exam, you'll find full coverage of...
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Microsoft  Windows  XP Inside Out (2nd Edition)Microsoft Press, 2004
Ed Bott and Carl Siechert have combined their considerable talents for producing user-level documentation in creating Microsoft Windows XP Inside Out. One of the most carefully researched books on Windows XP to date, this large volume has all the information and procedures most everyday users of the operating system will want. With its...
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DOM Scripting: Web Design with JavaScript and the Document Object ModelApress, 2010

	This book deals with a programming language, but it isn’t intended for programmers. This is a book for web designers. Specifically, this book is intended for standards-aware designers who are comfortable using CSS and HTML. If that sounds like you, read on.


	This book is made up of equal parts code and concepts. Don’t be...
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Flavonoids: Chemistry, Biochemistry and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2005


	It is with great pleasure that we accepted the offer by CRC Press to assemble and edit this

	compilation of reviews on flavonoids and their properties and functions for the present

	volume. We considered the volume timely in that the last book of this general type, The

	Flavonoids—Advances in Research Since 1986 (edited by...
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Complete Java 2 Certification Study GuideSybex, 2005
Here's the book you need to prepare for the Java 2 Programmer (SCJP) and Developer (SCJD) exams. This Study Guide was developed to meet the exacting requirements of today's certification candidates. In addition to the consistent and accessible instructional approach that has earned Sybex the reputation as the leading publisher for...
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Engineering Documentation Control Handbook, 3rd EditionWilliam Andrew Publishing, 2008
The wide acceptance of this book has been very gratifying. This work seems to have taken on a life of its own. The publisher wrote: “Your book over the last year has resulted in the most ‘Buy This Book’ links of our entire catalog … It is very well received by the ‘Googleites.’ ” Sales have exceeded 10,000...
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Constructing Usable Web MenusApress, 2004

	When developing a web site, one of the most important things to consider is the navigation menu, to allow your users to find their way around it. It needs to usable, informative, and well implemented, but this can take time. This book will take all the hassle out of implementing web menus, in whatever style and technology you wish, by...
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